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SUMMARY
This information Paper provides update on Iran SAR chart.

REFERENCES
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- DOC 9731

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 This information paper is prepared by the representative of Iran Airport Company in supervision of Iran CAO to present the current situation of Iran SAR chart as an Action Plan for presentation of RCC and RSCs territory of SAR operation within Tehran FIR boundary.

2. DISCUSSIONS
2.1 Iran SAR chart, published in Iran AIP – GEN 3.6, represents the RCC and RSCs specification and meets the requirements of Annex 12 and DOC 9731.

2.2 The meeting may wish to note that Iran has no responsibility for SAR operation outside of Tehran FIR boundary with ought SAR LOA with neighboring state.

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING
3.1 The meeting is invited to note the information contained in paper.
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